
Illustration Brief 

Steam Highwayman 3: The Reeking Metropolis 

 

Cover Illustration 

I require a wrap-around illustration for a book cover in a complimentary style to the first 

two   volumes of my Steampunk Adventure Gamebook Series, Steam Highwayman.  This volume 

is the third in the series, is set in a realistic alternate 19th-century London and centres on the 

reader’s adventures as the hero and adventurer, robbing the rich and giving to the poor while rid-

ing the roads on a powerful steampunk motorbike (‘velosteam’).  The illustration should feature 

the buildings of a smoggy, smoky, steampunk London and the Steam Highwayman riding the 

velosteam. 

Previous Covers 

Upon awarding of contract, hi-res versions of the above illustrations will be made available for reference purposes 

only.



The illustration should: 

 Match the style of two previous book covers 

 Be submitted in dimensions 

 10” x 16” (254mm x 203mm x 2) with a bleed of 3mm on all sides 

 A minimum of 600dpi  

 Colour in CMYK format 

 Suit text sited in specific locations (blurb, title, author’s name etc) - ie have relatively plain 

areas that do not clash with text. 

 Illustrator will be fully credited as Cover Artist on publication 

 Feature the Steam Highwayman on the Ferguson Velosteam in a new, active pose (perhaps 

from a new angle or interacting with the setting in a new way 

 Include other realistic steampunk vehicles in the background 

 Be set in a London 19th Century street 

 Project a mood of: mystery, adventure 

 Have a strong colour palette - blue? 

 Include rain and/or night 

 Have main action on right hand side (for front cover) and subsidiary action on left 

 The illustration SHOULD NOT include titling or blurb etc 

 

Illustrator Reference Portfolio 

© Pete Amachree: I love the mood, weather and tone in this 

Ben May: The steam Highwayman on the Ferguson Velosteam 

 



Excellent mood and texture - but maybe too dark? 

 



 


